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Abstract. We formulate the automata network as an edge- and vertex-labeled directed graph. A 
vertex-label corresponds to the finite automaton which is placed at the vertex and an edge-label 
corresponds to the label of the input terminal of a finite automaton on the vertex. 
In this paper, we define, on the set of vertices, the structural equivalence relation induced by 
the structure of the graph and the behaviora: equivalence r lation induced by the behavior (i.e., 
state transition) of the finite automaton on each vertex and discuss the structure and behavior of 
the network by investigating the r lationships between these relations. We have obtained some 
interesting results, in particular about the element-uniform system. 
1. Introduction 
An automata network is an information processing system consisting of intercom- 
municating finite automata and can be considered as a generalization of a cellular 
automaton by removing the restrictions of its uniformity in structure and element 
automata. We can interpret it not only as abstraction of biological systems (like 
neural networks), but also as a theoretical framework of artificial information 
processing systems (like logical networks). 
There can be many research topics on nonuniform networks. In this paper, we 
introduce the equivalence relations on the vertex set of a network as useful concepts 
for investigating the nonuniform network. These are the structural equivalence 
relation (SER) and the behavioral equivalence relation (BER). Roughly speaking, 
SER is the equivalence relation such that a set of vertices are equivalent if they 
have the “same” neighborhoods and BER is one such that a set of vertices are 
equivalent if the automata on these vertices behake in the same manner. Next we 
define 9A as the set of all SER’s of the automata network A and BA as the set of 
all BER’s of A. In a sense, yb reflects the structure ofnetwork A and 9?A its behavior. 
In other words, we are going to discuss the static properties and the dynamic 
properties of a network in a same framewor i.e., the set of equivalence relations 
on the vertex set of a network. 
In the uniform cas:, Yamada moroso [ 1,2] discussed the structural and 
behavioral equivalences between networks. It seems that our equivalence relations 
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of vertices could be investigated by using their isomorphism (or a homomorphism 
between the identical networks). But an isomorphism is not so useful for investigating 
the nonuniform network, because in many nonuniform networks there is no non- 
trivial isomorphism. 
In Section 2, we define the automata network formally. In Section 3, we define 
SER and & and show some basic properties of 9,+ In Section 4, we discuss BER 
and BA as in Section 3. We discuss the relationships between 9” and 9,,, and show 
some interesting results on this point in Section 5. In Section 6 we show a complete 
result about the structure of 9” in the case where A is a cellular automata or consists 
of a group graph. 
2. Definition of automata networks 
We define an automata network in the following way. First we need the notion I 
of a graph. 
Definition 2.1 (Edge-labeled directed graph G). An edge-labeled graph (simply a 
graph) G is defined by G = (V’, E), where V’ is a set of a finite or infinite number 
of vertices with conditions V’ = Vu&, VnV,=@and V#&where Viscalledthe 
set of inner vertices and VI the set of input vertices. E is a set of labeled edges, i.e., 
E =(E,, E2 ,..., Ek) where Ei c V x V’ and for every vertex u E V there is at most 
onevertex~~V’suchthat(u,u)EEifori=1,2,...,k. 
We also write Ei( U) = v if (u, v) E Ei, wnich means that there is an edge labeled 
with i from v to u. 
When we consider the automata network with output, we specify the set of output 
vertices V, c K If VI = Q) (i.e., V’ = V), then the graph G, denoted by ( V, E ), becomes 
the base of an autonomous automata network. 
In a uniform network 
above definition. 
we define the graph @FOUP or uniform graph) the 
ition 2.2 (Group graph ( Uni$iom graph)). A graph G = ( V, E) is a group graph, 
denoted by ( V, IV), if V is a group with binary operation 9, and, for every u E V 
and for i=l,2,...,k, E,(U)= ei*uwhereeiEVandN=(e,,e2 ,..., ek)CV. Nis 
called the neighborhood stencil after the cellular automata theory [l]. 
In the following the group operation symbol l will not be written explicitly. A 
directed graph [4] is strongly connected if and only if for every vertex pair u and 
v there exists a directed path from u to v. If a group graph G = (G, N) is strongly 
connected, then every vertex u can be expressed by using elements of N as follows; 
U = ei, . . . ei,,,h where eij E N and A is the identity of V 
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For example, the 2-dimensional von Neumann cellular space is based on the 
group graph G = ( V, N) where V = Z x 2, the direct product of two additive groups 
of the integers, and N =((l,O), (0, l), (-l,O), (0, -1)). 
In the case of a group graph we assume that an identical automaton is placed at 
every vertex. That is, we treat a cellular automata [3]. 
An automata network is composed of many cells, each of which is a finite 
automaton placed at an inner vertex of graph G and defined as follows. 
Definition 2.3 (Cell M). A cell (or element automaton) M is defined by a triple 
M = (0, /c, f), where Q is a finite set of inner states (Q designates also the input 
and the output alphabets), k is the number of input terminals of M and $ is the 
state transition function called the local map defined as f: Q’+’ + Q. If 
f(4 JlJ2v-9 xk) = q’, then q’ represents the next state provided that the present 
state is q E Q and the input to the ith terminal is xi E Q. The output of M is defined 
to be the same as the present state of M. 
The set of all kinds of cells is denoted by 4 
Definition 2.4 (Automata network A). Suppose that a graph G is given. Then we 
can define an automata network A = (G, Q 1 by allocating cells to vertices. 
That is, in A = (G, a), G is an edge-labeler 5rected graph and Q is an allocation 
mapping of cells, i.e., cx : V-, .4l. If the indegree of u E V is k, then (u(u) is taken to 
be a k-input cell. It is also assumed that cu maps every vertex to a cell having a 
common state set Q. 
A = (G, a) is called the element-uniform automata network if Q! maps all vertices 
to one cell. In this case, LY is also called uniform. The so-called cellular automaton 
is an element-uniform automata network with the group graph. 
Now we define the behavior of automata networks after that of cellular automata. 
Definition 2.5 (Behavior of automata networks). Assume that A = (G, a) is given. 
When f is the local map of (u(v) (i.e., the cell M placed at v E V), we sometimes 
represent it by a(v) if there is no confusion. 
Let ?P = { rF, 1q? : VI + Q} be the set of all input configurations to automata network 
A. That is, q?(v) = x represents that the input state of the input vertex v of automata 
network A is X. 
% = {c 1 c : V+ Q} is the set of all state configurations of A as in the case of a 
usual cellular automaton. We define the next state configuration c’ as follows: Let 
c and J/ be the present state configuration and the input configuration to A respec- 
tively. For v E V, 
c’(v) = 6&)(v) = 4vkW, @,W), . . 99 c(&(vD). 
We consider that if Ei( v) E V,, then C( E,(v)) = $( Ei(v)). The mapping &+ : % + % 
thus defined is called the global map as opposed to the local map. 
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Example 2.6 
G=(V’, E), 
V= {v,, 02, 03, ZlqL v, = b%L 
E = US, Et), 
6 = Uu,, us), (~2, ~31, (~3, VI), (04, ~311, 
E2 = NV, 3 021, (~2, vd, (~3, ~31, ba, 4% 
A=(G,a) 
+I) = 4~3) = M, = (0, Lf2 
cll(s)=a[(v~)=Mz=(Q,2,f2) 
Q = 04 1). 
fi and f2 are some Boolean functions with three arguments. 
This example is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. A typical automata network. 
3. Structural equivalence r lations 
efinitiou 3.1 (Equivalence relations on V). When G = ( V’, E) is given, we denote 
by &- the set of all equivalence relations (or partitions) on VI For R E &, when 
the vertices u and v are equivalent in the sense of R, we denote (u, v) E R (or 
(v, U) E R). Roe iBG denotes the equivalence relation such that for every pair of 
veitices u and v (U # v) (u, v) E RO. That is, every pair of vertices is not equivalent. 
RU denotes the equivalence relation such that for all u, v E ?, (u, v) E RU. This 
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means that the number of equivalence classes is one. If there is no confusion, we 
may use 9 instead of !BG. 
When V is finite, an equivalence relation R E 9 is expressed by specifying all 
equivalence classes like R = ({vi, . . . , vi,}, {II:, . . . , vz2}, . . .). So when V = 
1 019 . . . , v,,}, R,, = vl}, (v& . . . , {v,,}) and Ru = ({ vl, ~2, . . . , v,,}). Sometimes we 
use the abbreviated notation like (4 vi, v2}, v3, v4) in place of ({v, , v2}, { v3}, (Q}). 
For R, R’ E BG, we denote R’s R if R’ is a refinement of R. 
Definition 3.2 (Strwtud equivalence r lation (SEW)). R E B. is called a structural 
equivalence relation (SER) of an automata network A = (G, (u) if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) If(u,v)ER,then ~(u)=~~(v)and(E~(u),E,(v))~R for i=l,2,...&. 
(2) If EJu) E VI or E&J) E VI, we formally define that (E,(u), Ei(v)) E R only in 
the case where Ei( u) = Ei( v) E VI, and (Ei( u), E,(V)) g R in other cases. If Ei( u) or 
Ei( V) is undefined, we formally define that (Ei( u), Ei( v)) E R only in the case where 
Ei(U) and Ei(v) are both undefined, and (Ei(u), Ei(v))FZ R in other cases. 
9” denotes the set of all SER’s of A = (G, a). 9’ is often denoted by &- if A is 
element uniform. 
For a finite network we have established an algorithm for the construction of 9&. 
Since this algorithm does not play an essential role in the discussion of the following 
parts of this paper, we skip it here. 
Proposition 3.3. Let A = (G, a). Then R,-, E Sp,. l’f A is autonomous and CY is uniform 
then RU E Sp,. 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that there are two graphs G = ( V’, E) and G = ( V’, & with 
acommonsetofvertices: E=(E,,...,E,)andI!?=(Ek+l,...,E,,,). LetA=(G,Cy), 
A=(&) andA*=(GuG,a*) wherear,&andcw* areuniform. Then9&,6=Y)GA 
9&. 
emark. The union of two graphs G u G is defined according to graph theory, i.e., 
GuG=(V’,Eu& where E&=(E,, E2 ,..., Ek,Ek+l ,..., E,,,). 
roof of Proposit on 3.4. (1) First, we show Z&C s & n 9’e. Let R E Y&a. From 
the definition, if (u,v)ER, then (Ei(u),Ei(v))eR for i=l,...,m. SO 
(Ei(U), Ei(V))ER for i=l,2,.. ., k and (E,(u), Ei(v))E R for i=k+l,2,. . . , m. 
Therefore, R E Z& and R E 9’6. So R E Z& n 9~. 
(2) Next we show Z&,6 2 Sp, n 9’~. Let R E .YG n 9’6. If (u, v) E R, then 
(Ei(u), Ei(v)) E R for i = 1,2,. . . , k, and if (u, V) E R, then (E,(u), Ei( V)) E R for 
i=k+l,..., m. Therefore, if (u, v) E R, then (Ei(u), Ei(V))E for i = 1,2, . . l 9 m- 
So RE~‘~“c. Cl 
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Corollary 3.5. Let A= (G, cu) where G = ( V’, (El, . . . , Ek)) and cy is uniform, Ai = 
(Gi,ai) whereGi=(V’, Ei) fori=l,2 ,..., kandaiisuniform. Theti.Y~=n~+ .Y&,. 
eiidtion 3.6 ( Union of equivalence r lations). For R, R’ E !&, we define their union 
R v R’ as follows: (u, v) E R v R’ if and only if there exists a sequence of vertices 
u=ul,u2 )..., u,, = v such that (Uj, Uj+,) E R or (Uj, Uj+,) E R’ for j = 1,2, . . . , m - 1. 
It is clear that if R and R’ are equivalence relations in &, then the union R v R’ 
is also an equivalence relation in 9 G. R v R’ is the minimum equivalence relation 
that contains R and R’. That is R v R’ 2 R, R v R’> R’. 
Proposition 3.7. Let A= (G, a). Then ZPA is closed under the union of equivalence 
relations. 
Proof. We prove that if R, R’ E 9’, then also R v R’ E Sp,. Suppose that (u, v) E R v 
R’. Then there exists a sequence of vertices u = ul, u2,. . . , u, = v such that 
(uj,uj+l)ER or (uj,uj+l)ER' for j=l,2,...,m-1. SO for j=l,2,...,m-1 the 
following condition holds: a(Uj) = a(Uj+,) and (Ei(uj), E’(Uj+,)) E R or 
(Ei( uj), Ei( uj+,)) E R’ for i = 1,2, . . . , k SO tX(U)=lY(V) and (Ei(U), Ei(v))E RV R’ 
for i=l,2,..., k Therefore, R v R’E yh. Cl 
Definition 3.8 (Intersection of equivalence r lations). We define R A R’, the intersec- 
tion of R and R’, as follows: (u, v) E R I\ R’ if and only if (u, v) E R and (u, v) E R’. 
The intersection of equivalence relations thus defined is clearly an equivalence 
relation. 
Proposition 3.9. YA is closed under the intersection of equivalence r lations. 
Proof. Proof can be done as for Proposition 3.7. q 
Now we discuss the case where YA = SC. First we define a one-pair relation which 
is the “base” of 9+& in a sense of Proposition 3.11. 
Definition 3.10 (Ooze-pair relation). A relation R E BG is said to be a one-pair elation 
if there exist vl, v2 E V such that R = ({ vl, v2), { v3}, . . . , {v,,}, . . .) where V = 
(Vl,V2,V3,...~V~,,...}. 
Let OP,,, denote a one-pair relation which satisfies u # v, (u, v) E OP,,,. By’ 9&,, 
we denote the set of all one-pair relations, where the set of vertices is understood. 
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Proposition 3.11. If 910p G YA, then YA = ao. 
Proof. Since 9’A is closed under union of equivalence relations, we can construct 
every equivalence relation by making the union of appropriate one-pair relations. 
Therefore, yk = 9~. 0 
Now we obtain a condition for 9’ = 9& as follows. 
Proposition 3.12. Let A = ( G, a). 9” = 9tG if and only if the following conditions hold: 
a is uniform and, for i = 1,2, . . . , k, Ei( u) = u for every u E V or there exists a certain 
vertex v E V’ such that Ei( u) = v for every u E V. 
Proof. (1) If yk = &, then a one-pair relation OP,, E &; OP,,, is the SER such 
that (r,s)EOP,,,. SO a(r)=a(s) and (Ei(r), Ei(s))EOPr,, for i=l,2,...& Since 
OP,, is a one-pair relation, Ei( r) and Ei (S) must be t or s or Ei( r) = Ei( s) E V’. 
Then Ei(r) = r and E,(s) = S, or Ei(r) =’ s and Ei(s) = r, or Ei(r) = r and E,(s) = r, 
or Ei( r) = s and Ei( s) = S, or Ei( r) = Ei( s) E V’ for i = 1,2, . . . , k Since this condition 
holds for every one-pair relation, Q! is uniform and, for i = 1,2, . . . , S Ei( u) = u for 
every u E V or there exists a certain vertex v E V’ such that Ei( u) = v for every u E V. 
(2) From the proof of the only-if part, it is clear that if the condition holds, then 
all one-pair relations belong to yh. Then YA = !& from Proposition 3.11. Cl 
By the way, in Section 6 we will discuss yk where A is a cellular automaton A 
and show that YA reflecta the structure of cellular automata (or its uniformity) very 
well. 
4. Behavioral equivalence relation 
In this section we combine the behavior of a network (or transition of configur- 
ations) with the equivalence relations on the set of vertices as fellows. 
Definition 4.1 (State co@guratiom which are consistent with an equivalence rela- 
tion). A configuration c E % is defined to be consistent with an equivalence relation 
R E !& if and only if (u, v) E R implies c(u) = c(v). 
Such a configuration is also called “R-consistent”. %TR denotes the set of all 
R-consistent configurations. 
Definition 4.2 (Behavioral equivalence r lation (BER)). For A = (G, CY), B E !9& is 
said to be a behavioral equiva,,,l, l--e relation (BIER) if the following condition is 
satisfied: If (u, v) E B, then, for every c E %& and for every 9 E V, cji,( c)( u) = &(c)(v). 
!& is the set of all BER’s of A = (G, a). We also write 99, in place of & if G 
is understood. 
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Now we state some propositions analogous to those of Section 3. 
Proposition 4.3. Let A = (G, a). Then R,-, E !3 A. IJCA is autonomous and fx is uniform, 
then RUe a,+ 
Proposition 4.4. Let A = (G, a). Then 9A is closed under the union of equivalence 
relations. 
Proof. We prove that if R R’E aA, then R v R’E a& For this we show that if 
(u,v)~RvR’, then,forevery CE% RVR’ and for every @E P’, &,(C)(V). From the 
definition of union, if (u, v) E R v R’, then there exists a sequence of vertices v = 
Ul,-=-,&?I = v such that (Ujv ui+,) E R or ( ui, ui+,) E R’ for j = 1,2,. . . , m - 1. Since 
% R”R~s ‘;eR and %R”R~c %R*, we have %ZRVRg~ %Rn %Rn. SO, for every CE %RVR? and 
for every &ZIP, ~cL(C)(~~j)=~$(@)(Uj+*) for j=l,2,...,m-1. Thus &(c)(u)= 
c)(v). Therefore, R v R’E 9A. Cl 
Proposition 4.5. BA is not closed under the intersection of equivalence r lations. 
Proof. A counter example is found in Example 5.2 of Section 5. BB and B5 are 
elements of %A but B3 A Bs. = R, ti g,+ 0 
bOpOSitiOn 4.6. If SOP E !& then 3A = aG. 
Proof. Proof can be done as for Proposition 3.11. 0 
We have not obtained a necessary and sufficient condition for !%A = & contrary 
to the case of y+ = gG, but let us state here one of its sufficient conditions as follows. 
Proposition 4.7. If a is uniform and the element automaton is autonomous, then, for 
every G, BA = 3,. 
roof. Since cx is uniform and autonomous, any configuration consistent with an 
equivalence relation is transformed into one with the same property. Cl 
elationships between &,, 9&, and 
In this section, we show some results about inclusion relationshin between 7, 
and $)A. They imply interesting properties of the structure and the behavior of 
networks. For example, we might be able to say that if L& = BA, then the network 
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A behaves in a way which is restricted y its structure. First we prove the most 
basic property of these relationships. 
Proof. iBA E So is trivial. So we will sh yk E 9?,+ Take c pair (u, v) E R from 
REP’,+ Then a!(u)=cu(v) and (E,(u), )) E R for i = 1,2, . . , k. So for every 
CE %R, ~(M)=c(v) and C(Ei(U))=C(Ei r i=l,2,... , k So, for every + E !P, 
= t&(c)(v). 
Thus Rc%B/+ Cl 
Now, is this inclusion relation proper or not? In order to answer this problem, 
we consider here the following example. 
Example 5.2. 
cy ’ (two local functions f and $), and shou. :hat Sp, 5 BA for 
A=(G,a) and YAP=!&’ for A’=(G,a’). 
Graph G is defined as follows: 
G=(h,v2, h,QJ,(El,E2h vr=0, 
E,=bhv2), (212, ~l),(S,~,h h v2h 
The graph G is illustrated in Fig. 2. 
A = (G, a): First we define f (or (Y) d write all equivalence relations of A = 
(G,a) to show Y&%3,. Let Q={O,l} = f ( q9 x1, x2) where q, x1 and x2 are the 
Fig. 2. Th le graph appearing in Example 5.2. 
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present state, the first input and the second one respectively. f(0, 0,O) =f(O, 0,l) = 
f(0, 1,O) = 1. In the other cases, the value off is defined to be 0. 
%={Ro, Ru, % s2, s3, s4) %n%=(B*, R*, 4, J&,&1 
where where 
R0 = ({VA M, M, @A R* = ({v,, %I, 02, &I, 
& = (1~ 3 ~2903 9 aah B2= h v2z, b3, d), 
St = (b* 9 @22), v3, VJ, B3 = ({u, 9 v2, v3L a), 
s2 = m4 9 &I, v2, v319 B4= bJ2, h, v3, VA 
s3 = (b* 9 v2L ~v3,04)), rr, - (w, 1 (v2, v3, v4)); 
s4= eh, v2, a 031; 
fBA = { R1, R2, R3, R,,,} where 
R1= (Vl, @2,9L t)qh R2= oh v3, b2, ~4h L 
R3 = (h 9 al, (02, v3H, R4 = a+ 9 v31, b2, VA 
A’ = (G, cy’): Next we define $ (or a’) to show YAP = a,+ Q = (0, l}, $ = 
$ (q, x1, x2) such that f(O, 0,l) =f’(O, 1,O) =f’( 1, 0,l) =f’( 1, 1,O) = 1 and in the 
other cases, the value of j” is defined to be 0. 
It is easy to verify that YAP = ~*‘={Ro,R”,S,,s2,S3,Sq)=rSPA* 
From this example, we can expect hat for every graph G there exist Q! and ar’ 
such that YG 5 9, and 9& = aa’. Before answering this problem, we must prove 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.3. Suppose that cy is uniform and not autonomous. If G is a graph such 
that the indegree of every vertex is one, then BA = 9’. 
Proof. If a/q = { RO, R,}, then the proposition is trivial. 
So we assume the case where there exists an R E 91A such that R # RO, R # RU 
and R e yh. In other words, there exists a vertex pair u and v such that (u, v) E R 
and (E,(u), E,(v)) g R. Then there exists a state configuration c E VR such that 
c(E,(u)) # c(E,(v)). 
Since a! is uniform and nonautonomous, the case must occur where for every JI E !P, 
&(c)(u) = 44(c(u), c(E,(u))) 
# kNc(v), 4&(v))) = &(c)(v). 
Therefore, R e sA. This contradicts to the assumption that R E BA. So BA = YA. Cl 
Now we prove the theorem: fop every graph G there exists an a such that Y’G IE am. 
In this section we consider the case where the indegree of every vertex is equal to 
k (k > 1). First we define a property of local functions which is used to prove the 
theorem. 
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Definition 5.4 (Restricted local function). Let f (x0, xl, . . . , xk) be the k-input local 
function where x0 means the present state of the cell and Xi means the ith input 
(1 s i G k). The variables Xi (1 s i s k) take values from the state set Q (see Definition 
2.3). Let a = ala2.. . a& (ai = 0 or 1) be a string from (0, l}&. The local function f is 
said to be restricted by a string II if and only if, for every pair of state q and q’ 
(q # q’), the value off is equal to f (q, q, q, . . . , q) provided that Xi = q if ai = 0 and 
Xi = 4’ if 4i = 1. Let A s (0, I}&. A k-input local function f is said to be restricted by 
A if and only if, for every u E A, f is restricted by a. * 
For example, in the case where k = 3 and IL = 101, f is restricted by a if and only 
if f (q, q, q, q) = f (q, q’, q, q’) for every q and q’. From the above definition, f is 
always restricted by Ok. 
Lemma 5.5. Let 1 Ql = 2. f is autonomous if and only iff is restricted by (0, l}& -Ok. 
(If S is a set, then ISI denotes the number of elements in S. If S is an infinite set, then 
ISI = 00.) 
Proof. If f is autonomous, then for every combination of inputs the value off is 
equal to f(q, 4,. . l 3 q) where q is the state of the cell. The if part of the lemma is 
trivial. Cl 
Definition 5.6. For a subset D of V’ we define V’ and AD as follows: 
V. = {u E VI there exists an i such that Ei( u) E D}, 
au = ala2.. . a& E (0, Ilk 
ai=O if Ei(u)ti D and ai=l if Ei(u)E 0, 
If D is a singleton {v}, then we use V, or A, instead of V. or AD respectively. 
Definition 5.7. An equivalence relation IQ, = ({u}, V- { v}) is called a u-singleton 
equivalence relation. 
Lemma 5.8. YG = BG if and only if for every v E V the v-singleton relation R, is 
contained in 9&. 
Pwof. We can make every one-pair relation using the suitable singleton relations. 
So the lemma is trivial from Proposition 3.11. Cl 
Theorem 5.9. For every graph G such that 1 VI 3 3, Spc # BG and the indegree of every 
vertex of G is more than 1: there exists a uniform a! which maps every vertex to a 
“2-state nonautonomous automaton” such that YG 5 3,. 
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proof. (Case 1: VI = 0) If 1 V( = 1 or 2, then Y. = SBQ = 9& is trivial. So let 1 VI a 3. 
From Lemma 5.8, there exists a vertex t, in V such that the o-singleton relation R, 
is not contained in &. If A, # (0, 1)’ -O”, then we consider the local function f 
(or mapping CU) which is restricted by A,. Then R, is contained in Ba. This is 
because very vertex u E V, ignores the input from vertex v if the state of v is not 
equal to the states of V - {v}. 
If A, = {&I}’ -O”, then we consider the equivalence relation R = 
(U,(u), V-U-(v)) where U=(UE Vluu = 1 &}. Note that I V( 2 4 here. IBecause, if 
I VI = 3 then for every v E V, A, # (0, l}’ -O”, which has been discussed in the above 
paragraph. First we show that R L Y& We suppose R E Sp,. Since A, = (0, l}k -Ok, 
there exist two vertices w and w’ such that u, = 100.. . 0, a,,,# = 0100.. . 0, i.e., 
E,(w) = v, Ei( w) # v for every i # 1, E2( w’j = v, Ei( w’) # v for every i # 2. Since w, 
W’E V-U-(v), we have (w, W’)E R. Then (E,(w),E,(w’))=(v,E,(w’))~ R. From 
the definition of R, E,( w’) = v. This is a contradiction. Therefore, R J?! 9& 
Next we show that there exists an (Y such that R E 9,. We define the local function 
f such that f is restricted by (0, l}k -Ok - lk. Then R E Se, is trivial as in the first 
case. Therefore, the theorem has been proved. 
(Case 2: VI f 0) In this case we consider the set D = V’ u {v} and AD. So the 
proof can be done as in ease 1. 0 
Next we prove the theorem which may be a converse to Theorem 5.9. 
Theorem 5.10. For evev graph G = ( V’, E), where E = (El, E2, . , . , Ek), there exists 
an Q! such that Y& = Se,. 
Proof. Let the state set (& = {ql, q2, . . . , qk} where k > 1. First we define the local 
function fk whose domain is Qi+’ as follows: fk(qj, s, , s2, . . . , si,) = si, i.e., if the 
present state of a cell on u is qi, then the next state becomes the present state of 
the cell on Ei( u). Let ar map every vertex to the cell with fk* 
Now we show YG = Ba. From Theorem 5.1, Z& c 9,. So we assume Y& Z Ba. 
Take a relation R such that R E 9?l, and R g &. Since R is not in YG, there exists 
a vertex pair (u, v) such that (u, v) E R and (E,(u), E,(v))e R for some i. On the 
other hand, since R is in 5&, we can choose an R-consistent configuration ci 
corresponding to this i such that ci( u) = ci( v) = qi and ci(Ei( u)) # ci( Ei( V)). SO 
&(ci)(u) =fk(qi, ci(E,(u)), l - l 3 ci(Ei(U)), l l l 3 ci(Ek(u))) = ci(Ei(U)) 
Z Ci( Ei( v)) = 6,( Ci)( V). 
This implies R E 3,. This is a contradiction. Therefore, YG = 3,. Cl 
ructural equivalence relations in cellular automata 
In this section, we show a few results which completely determine the structure 
of YG in the case of cellular automata. As we stated in Section 2, a cellular automaton 
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is an automata network where an identical autsmaton is placed at every vertex of 
a group graph. 
Theorem 6.1. Let a graph G = ( V, N) be a group graph with N = (e, , e2, . . . , ek) and 
H a subgroup of V If V = n,, x,,H where ;cP H is a coset of V, then the equivalence 
relation R induced by the partition (x, H, x2H, . . .) is in 9,. 
Proof, For every vertex pair u and v, if (u, v) E R, then there exists a coset xPH such 
thatu=x,,handv=x,,h’whereh,h’EH.So,fori=1,2,...,k, 
tEitu), Ei(V)l = ( eitr, eiv) = (ei(x,h)$ ei(x,h’)) 
= ((e,x,)h, (eixp)h’) = (x,h, x,h’) 
where xq = eix,. Then Ei( u) and Ei( v) are both in the coset xqH. Therefore, 
(Ei(u), Ei(v))E R SO RE~G* CE 
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that a group graph @ = ( V, N) is strongly connected and let R 
be an arbitrary equivalence relation from 9 G. Then for every vertex pair u and v, if 
there exists an edge label i such that (E,(U), Ei(v)) E R, then (u, v) E R. 
Proof. Let (Ei( u), Ei( v)) = ( eiu, eiv) E R. Since G is strongly connected, there exists 
a directed path from vertex u to vertex eiu. Let x = ei, . . . ei, be the concatenation 
of neighborhood elements which correspond to edge labels of this path. So xeiu = u. 
That is, xei = )(. (the identity element of V). Therefore, xeitt = v. 
On the other hand, from the fact that (eiu, eiv) E R, we have that (e,,( eiu), 
ei”,( eio)) E R. By repeating this reasoning we obtain 
( ei, . . . ei,,eiU, ei, . . . ein,@iV) = (XeiU, XeiV) = (U, V) E R. c3 
Note. In the following part of this paper, we write “concatenation of edges (of the 
path) from x to y” in place of “concatenation of neighborhood elements which 
correspond to edge labels (of the path) from x to y”. 
Corollary 6.3. If (u, v) E R, then (ei’u, ef ‘v) E R. 
Corollary 6.4. Let x = ei, . . . ei,“. If (u,v)ER, then (xu,xv)ERand (x-‘u,x-~v)ER. 
Proof. The former part is proved as in Lemma 6.2 and we can obtain the latter one 
by repeating Corollary 6.3. Cl 
Theorem 6.5. Let G = ( V, N) be a strongly connected group graph and let the partition 
W*,H2,.-. ) induce the equivalence relation R in YG, where A E HI. ?ihen HI is a 
subgroup of V. Furthermore, Hi - XiHl for every i and V= Ui Hi = Ui xiH, where 
Xie Vand x,=h. 
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Proof (1) HI is a subgroup of K First, for every vertex pair x, y E HI, we show that 
xy E HI. Since the concatenation of edges from x to h is x and h E HI, if (A, y) E R, 
then (xh, xy) = (x, xy) E R (see Corollary 6.4). Therefore, xy E HI. Secondly, we 
show X-’ E HI for every x E H1. Since the concatenation of edges from h to x is 
x -I, if (A, x) E R, then @-‘A, x-lx) = (x-l, A) E R So X-’ E HI. 
(2) Hi = x,H, and V = Ui Hi = Ui X,Hi. First, we show that Hi 2 XJ3, where Xi E Hi. 
Since Xi is the concatenation of edges from Xi to A, and (h, u) E R for every u E HI. 
Then (Xih, XiU) =(~i, XiU) E R SO XiU E Hi. Therefore, Hi z~~HI. Next we show 
Hi G XiHl. Suppose that there exists a v E Hi SW t V # X$4 for UG H,. 
Then since X~U (U E Hi) is in Hi, (Xi& V) E R SO (Xi’Xiy xi’v) = (u, x,‘v) ?here- 
fore, X~‘V E HI. SO v E X,Hl. This is a contradiction. SO Hi E XiHl . Therefore, 
Hi = XiHl for every i Then V= Ui Hi = Ui x,H, is trivial. Cl 
7. Concluding remarks 
We have formulated the framework of the automata network and investigated 
some properties of two kinds of equivalence relations about the automata networks. 
For the moment we have defined the allocation map ar as a : V-, A. But if we 
are to treat the case where this allocation map a is not uniform, it might be better 
to consider that a is the composition of two mappings j3 and y, or (Y = y 0 j3. Let 
H be the set of “colors” and /3 : V-, H and y : H + 4. This means that /3 maps a 
vertex v to the color ~3( v). So if the vertices u and v have the same color (i.e., 
fl( u) = p(v)), then the cells on these two vertices are the same. On the other hand, 
y maps the color to a cell. Thus, if any properties are strongly concerned with how 
many kinds of cells are allocated to vertices and to which vertices identical cells 
are allocated, but not with what actual cells are allocated, then the composite 
expression y 0 /3 seems more suitable than the simple expression a for studying 
these properties. In fact, the mapping fl is very useful to investigate YA of nonuniform 
automata network A, and results concerning this point will appear in a next report. 
While we discussed the case where 9” = &- or 58A = & (see Propositions 3.11, 
3.12,4.6 and 4.7), we are also interested in the “opposite” case where YA = {R,, R,) 
or BA = (R,, R”}. In this case we say that the network A is s-reduced or b-reduced 
respectively. In particular, we are now investigating the nontrivial characterization 
of the s-reduced graph. From the computer experiment i has been expected that 
most of strongly connected graphs are s-reduced when the numbers of vertices and 
edges become large. 
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